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Abstract. Recent research has shown that distinct physical regions in3

the Venusian induced magnetosphere are recognizable from the variations4

of strength of the magnetic field and its wave/fluctuation activity. In this pa-5

per the statistical properties of magnetic fluctuations are investigated in the6

Venusian magnetosheath and wake regions. The main goal is to identify the7

characteristic scaling features of fluctuations along Venus Express (VEX) tra-8

jectory and to understand the specific circumstances of the occurrence of dif-9

ferent types of scalings. For the latter task we also use the results of mea-10

surements from the previous missions to Venus. Our main result is that the11

changing character of physical interactions between the solar wind and the12

planetary obstacle is leading to different types of spectral scaling in the near-13

Venusian space. Noisy fluctuations are observed in the magnetosheath, wavy14

structures near the terminator and in the nightside near-planet wake. Multi-15

scale turbulence is observed at the magnetosheath boundary layer and near16

the quasi-parallel bow shock. Magnetosheath boundary layer turbulence is17

associated with an average magnetic field which is nearly aligned with the18

Sun-Venus line. Noisy magnetic fluctuations are well described with the Gaus-19

sian statistics. Both magnetosheath boundary layer and near shock turbu-20

lence statistics exhibit non-Gaussian features and intermittency over small21

spatio-temporal scales. The occurrence of turbulence near magnetosheath22

boundaries can be responsible for the local heating of plasma observed by23

previous missions.24
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1. Introduction

The structured plasma environment of Venus is a natural plasma laboratory where the25

planetary ionosphere acts as an obstacle to the supersonic solar wind flow carrying a mag-26

netic field. The absence of an intrinsic magnetic field ensures that this interaction is more27

comet-like than Earth-like. It is known from the previous missions to Venus (e.g., Russell28

and Vaisberg, 1983) that the most prominent features include the direct interaction of29

ionized magnetosheath flow with the ionosphere/quasi-neutral atmosphere, mass loading30

of the magnetosheath flux-tubes, and the transport/convection of magnetic flux to the31

wake region, representing also the dominant source for the magnetotail fluxes. However,32

for most of the time, mainly during time intervals of low solar wind dynamic pressure,33

the induced and piled up magnetic field around the planetary obstacle represents an ef-34

fective magnetic barrier, preventing free entrance of solar wind plasma to the Venusian35

ionosphere (Zhang et al., 2007). The draping of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF),36

the accretion of magnetic flux by the planet, the characteristic spatial scales of physical37

processes as well as the location and specific features of boundaries, all depend on dynam-38

ical processes in the solar wind and make this environment unique. The results of Venus39

Express spacecraft (VEX) provide an altitude for the induced magnetopause of about 30040

km at the subsolar point, while the subsolar bow shock distance from the surface of the41

planet is about 1900 km (Zhang et al., 2007). These values exhibit a solar cycle depen-42

dence, i.e. the thickness of the Venusian magnetosheath varies around 1500 km at the43

subsolar point and widens up to 5000 - 7000 km at the terminator. During time intervals44

of high solar wind dynamic pressure, the ionopause moves to low altitude (∼ 250 km) and45
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mainly the ionosphere forms the obstacle responsible for deflecting the solar wind flow.46

In this case the thickness of the ionopause increases and more direct interaction between47

the ionosphere and solar wind is possible (Elphic et al., 1981; Russel and Vaisberg, 1983).48

In the dayside magnetosheath strong magnetic fluctuations and waves are present (e.g.49

Luhmann et al., 1983). Mirror mode waves were observed here in case studies (Volwerk50

et al., 2008a), and also investigated statistically (Volwerk et al., 2008b). On the other51

hand, the limited spatial scale of the magnetosheath on the dayside might not support a52

development of a turbulent cascade, the fluctuations rather resemble 1/f noise (f is the53

frequency). 1/fα noise is a signature of the presence of independent physical mechanisms54

driving fluctuations in the magnetosheath (Vörös et al., 2008). Keeping in mind that the55

ion inertial length is of the order of 100 km, the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) spatial56

scales in the Venusian magnetosheath are limited to one or two decades in wave-number57

space.58

The terminator and, further downstream, the night-side region is of particular interest59

(Spreiter and Stahara, 1992). Here plasma instabilities, vortices, and turbulence can60

develop near boundaries. For example, Wolff et al. (1980) have shown that the distortion61

of the ionopause by Kelvin-Helmholtz instability might lead to the formation of magnetic62

flux ropes inside the ionosphere as well as ionospheric bubbles embedded in the solar63

wind. Numerical simulations indicate that the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability can occur64

at the terminator ionopause of Venus (Terada et al., 2002), capable of producing wave65

structures over 1000 km in size (Amerstorfer et al., 2007; Biernat et al., 2007). In fact, the66

initial VEX observation detected these wavy structures (Balikhin et al., 2008). A recent67

study shows that MHD turbulence near and immediately after the terminator is not68
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fully developed because of the rapid decrease of spectral power toward higher frequencies,69

resulting in spectral scaling indices α > 2 (Vörös et al., 2008). Further downstream,70

in the magnetotail/magnetosheath region, the spectral analysis indicates the presence of71

developed inertial range turbulence, with a spectral scaling index α ∼ 1.6, close to the72

values expected for hydrodynamic or magnetohydrodynamic turbulent flows. However,73

in the same region, non-gaussian probability density functions (PDF) with typical long74

tails, corresponding to intermittent turbulence, were not observed (Vörös et al., 2008).75

This can be explained by the shortness of turbulent time series during a tail-crossing, in76

particular not allowing a full reconstruction of PDF tails.77

The near-Venus tail is highly structured. There is no significant plasma inflow into the78

near-Venusian wake. The wake magnetic field is known to be stronger than the IMF and79

from the cavity hot plasma is excluded (Bauer et al., 1977). The solar wind-ionosphere80

interaction in the presence of the draped interplanetary magnetic field, however, produces81

an extended boundary tailward from the terminator, at the inner edge of the magne-82

topause, or outer edge of the wake downstream, where boundary layer turbulence can83

develop and heat locally the plasma. The width of this boundary layer is limited, does84

not include the whole plasma sheet. In order to understand the energy content and en-85

ergy dissipation of underlying processes, it is necessary to investigate systematically the86

statistical features of fluctuations in the structured near -Venusian plasma environment.87

In this paper we statistically analyze the spectral scaling features of fluctuations in the88

magnetosheath, wake and near -boundary regions using VEX magnetometer data during89

the first twenty days in May 2006. The time resolution of the magnetic data is 1 s. Due90

to rapid crossing of different structures, this time resolution is necessary for obtaining91
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statistically reliable scaling results. The main emphasis is on the analysis of scalings,92

i.e. on the evaluation of the continuous part of magnetic power spectra. The analysis of93

waves (when the continuous parts of the spectra are not considered) is equally important,94

but out of the scope of this paper. In addition to spectral estimations, we will compare95

the probability distribution functions (PDFs) and evaluate the scale dependency of their96

shapes, associated with noisy and turbulent fluctuations. This helps to obtain a more97

reliable differentiation between turbulence and noise, occurring along the VEX trajectory.98

The near-polar orbit of VEX with a periapsis altitude of 250-350 km allows for the first99

time observations at terminator and mid-magnetotail regions (Zhang et al., 2006). These100

two important regions were not covered by the previous missions, e.g. Pioneer Venus101

Orbiter (PVO, Russell, 1992).102

2. Near-Venus plasma regions with varying spectral scaling properties

It was reported by Vörös et al. (2008) that the value of spectral scaling index α,103

describing the self-similarity of the power spectrum of the magnetic field data in the104

frequency range 0.03 - 0.5 Hz, exhibits different values in different regions near Venus.105

The magnetic fluctuations are non-stationary, e.g. in the magnetosheath the magnetic106

field strength is increasing towards the induced magnetopause, which introduces a trend107

into magnetic field data. In order to estimate α robustly, we used a wavelet method108

proposed by Abry et al. (2000) and applied it successfully to the description of magnetic109

fluctuations in the Earth’s plasma sheet (Vörös et al., 2004). In this paper we use the110

Daubechies wavelets, for which finite data size effects are minimized and the number of111

vanishing moments can be changed. The latter feature of Daubechies analyzing wavelets112
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is essential to cancel the influence of polynomial trends or periodic structures in the data113

on the estimation of the scaling index.114

Let us demonstrate first how the spectral scaling features vary along the VEX trajectory115

during its journey from the dayside magnetosheath through the terminator region and116

wake to the post-terminator magnetosheath. As an example, we show the variation of total117

magnetic field strength B on May 19, 2006 (Figure 1 top) together with the corresponding118

power spectral densities (PSD) calculated during equally long time intervals (a, b, c, d119

and e, Figure 1, bottom subplots) along the spacecraft trajectory. Zhang et al. (2007)120

have already demonstrated that a crossing of each physical region in the near-Venus121

plasma environment is recognizable from the variations of strength and wave/fluctuation122

activity of the magnetic field. Indeed, B is not disturbed before t1 =0115 UT and after123

t2 =0310 UT, the spacecraft is in the solar wind (Figure 1). The planetary obstacle124

perturbs the magnetic field only between t1 and t2. During the interval a VEX enters125

the dayside magnetosheath from the solar wind (VEX trajectories and the intervals a-e126

are shown in Figure 2, left bottom subplot). Here the magnetic field strength is strongly127

fluctuating and its value increases up to ∼ 50 nT. The estimated spectral scaling index128

α = 1 ± 0.2 (the first bottom subplot in Figure 1) is low, indicating that fully developed129

turbulence is absent in this region (Vörös et al., 2008). Higher values α =5/3 or 3/2130

are expected for hydrodynamic or MHD inertial range turbulence, respectively. After131

∼ 0135 UT B decreases, which corresponds to the closest approach to Venus, VEX is132

close to or below the induced magnetopause (Zhang et al. 2007). Between 0140 and133

0205 UT high frequency fluctuations are absent, only low frequency wavy fluctuations are134

seen. These wavy structures might be associated with Kelvin-Helmholtz instability at the135
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terminator ionopause or detached plasma clouds near the terminator, observed already136

during Pioneer Venus orbits (Brace et al., 1982). During interval b the corresponding137

spectrum exhibits significant wave power only near 0.07 Hz (∼ 14 s) then the spectral138

power rapidly decreases with a scaling index α = 2.5± 0.2 (the second bottom subplot in139

Figure 1). Further downstream (after 0205 UT in Figure 1) broad-band fluctuations occur140

again. The spectral indices within the intervals c and e are α = 1.5 ± 0.2 and 1.6 ± 0.2141

respectively, indicating the presence of developed turbulence. In contrary, the interval d,142

in between c and e, shows again 1/f noise-like scaling behavior (the last three bottom143

subplots in Figure 1).144

The physical difference between turbulence and noise is clear. Turbulence in the wake is145

a consequence of nonlinear multi-scale interactions and it is strongly dissipative, heating146

the background plasma at the small scales. Noisy fluctuations, exhibiting 1/fα scaling147

behavior with α around 1, may have multiple physical sources not connected with nonlin-148

ear interactions, typical for turbulence. 0 < α < 1 over higher frequencies (around 1Hz)149

can also be associated with the noise of the magnetometer (Vörös et al., 2004). The low150

values of α can also indicate that the spacecraft is not in a physical region where strong151

nonlinear interactions and turbulence can exist, e.g., due to low plasma density or lack of152

plasma flows. In the following, the notation ’1/f noise’ refers to 1/fα noise with spectral153

scaling index in a range of α ∈ (0.6, 1.4) (find below the definition of the spectral index154

used in this paper).155

In this paper we put the emphasis on statistical examination of the circumstances156

under which developed turbulence occurs in the post-terminator wake and magnetosheath157

regions.158
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3. Statistical analysis of magnetic fluctuations

We investigated the time series of magnetic field strength statistically, obtained in the159

near-Venusian space during the first twenty days in May 2006. During one day one orbit160

is performed, therefore, during the twenty day interval we have observed twenty crossings.161

Due to the non-homogeneity and dynamical nature of the near-Venus physical regions the162

occurrence and the length of at least quasi-stationary intervals slightly differs each day.163

We identified the approximate beginning and end of the steady intervals computing the164

scaling indices over time scales 2-30 s, using the wavelet method within sliding overlapping165

windows. After that, changing slightly the starting point and the length of turbulent/noisy166

data, optimized data intervals with smallest errors in α were found. We rejected time167

intervals where the error of the estimation of α was larger than ±0.3. The available168

steady intervals in the dayside magnetosheath are shorter, so we selected 9 min long169

intervals there. Further downstream 12 minute long intervals were selected. Selecting170

longer data periods would significantly reduce the number of available intervals, while171

shorter data sets would decrease the statistical reliability of results. Data intervals with172

fluctuating magnetic field shorter than 12 minutes were not included into our analysis.173

Due to occasional data gaps or shortness of steady fluctuations in the time series, the174

number of events is not the same in different physical regions. There were crossings with175

no steady fluctuations along the VEX trajectory. There were also crossings where the176

time interval with steady fluctuations was longer than 24 minute.177

Due to data gaps or shortness of statistically stationary time series, only 17 out of 20178

crossings are shown in Figure 2 (left bottom and right subplots). A cylindrical coordinate179

system is used in Figure 2, where the events are shown in
√

(Y 2 + Z2) VSO vs. X VSO180
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(bottom left) or in VSO coordinate pairs (right subplots). VSO is the Venus-centered181

Venus-Sun-Orbital coordinate system, where X is in the direction of the Sun, Y opposite182

to the orbital direction of Venus and Z perpendicular to the orbital plane, positive to183

ecliptic north.184

The near-Venusian space is physically non-homogeneous and the spatial and temporal185

variations cannot be straightforwardly separated from single-spacecraft measurements.186

Nevertheless, during the investigated time period in May 2006, the typical sequence of187

physical regions visited by VEX remained approximately the same as in Figure 1: crossing188

of the dayside magnetosheath (increasing B, interval a), low-frequency wavy structures189

after the terminator (interval b) and entering into the region of broad-band fluctuations190

further downstream (intervals c-e). The intervals a-e were introduced for the event on191

May 19, 2006 (Figure 1: top and Figure 2: top-left). The wavy structures are not al-192

ways present along the whole near-terminator region and wake. In the absence of the193

wavy structures only low amplitude magnetometer noise is observed. Possibly, the occur-194

rence/absence of wavy structures can be associated with the upstream conditions. For195

example, during times when the solar wind dynamic pressure is high the ionopause moves196

to low altitudes (∼ 250 km), and direct interactions between the ionosphere and the solar197

wind can occur (plasma-plasma interactions or solar wind electric field - ionospheric cur-198

rents interactions). When the solar wind dynamic pressure is low the ionospheric width199

increases (Elphic et al., 1981) and the draped IMF above ∼ 300 km can stop the solar wind200

more efficiently. In this paper we investigate only the features of magnetic fluctuations,201

without considering the changes in the upstream conditions. The open triangles (Figure202
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2: bottom left) indicate the whole region (marks are only on the lowest trajectory) where203

the wavy structures appear during the first 20 days in May 2006.204

Due to the similarity of crossings, the depicted intervals (lines) along the trajectories205

(Figure 2: bottom-left), in terms of spectral properties, refer generally to similar physical206

regions along the VEX trajectory. For example, the thick black lines (Figure 2: bottom-207

left) indicate turbulent processes identified through a spectral scaling index near α = 1.6208

. The location of turbulence in space approximately coincides with time intervals c and209

e. The time interval d coincides roughly with the position of grey ’+’ signs along the210

trajectory, where scaling indices corresponding to 1/fα noise were observed. For a better211

visibility, the trajectories together with turbulent and noisy time intervals (c, e and d) are212

depicted in the V SO coordinates (Figure 2: right subplots). From Figure 2 (right bottom)213

it is visible that the spatial regions exhibiting the same α along multiple trajectories are214

partially overlapping, indicating that these regions and the corresponding boundaries are215

moving or the fluctuations are patchy or intermittent. Moving boundaries can appear in216

connection with changing conditions in the solar wind.217

Switching between temporal and spatial coordinates helps us to identify spatial regions218

with typical scalings. Occasionally we will use plural indicating the change between219

temporal and spatial coordinates. For example, the notation ’intervals c’ means the set220

of all crossings in space near the time interval/space region c on 19 May, 2006.221

Figure 3 shows histograms with the number of events per unit interval of the scaling222

index α, estimated during the time periods a-e. In each subplot, the horizontal lines over223

the histograms represent the average of 95 % confidence limits for the mean in each value224

of α. The largest average uncertainty corresponds to the dayside magnetosheath region,225
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where the length of analyzed data was shorter. Figure 3 indicates that the specific scaling226

features characterize the statistical properties of different regions in space rather well.227

During the magnetosheath periods (intervals a and d: top and bottom subplots in Fig-228

ure 3) only two events display scaling indices > 1.3, for the other events α ∈ (0.6− 1.25).229

This indicates that the fluctuations or waves present in the magnetosheath, except of a230

few cases, usually do not evolve to a fully developed turbulence state. The observed range231

of scaling indices suggests that the continuous part of the magnetosheath spectra is associ-232

ated with 1/f noise rather than turbulence. Noisy fluctuations can be convected from the233

dayside magnetosheath (interval a) to the post-terminator magnetosheath downstream234

(interval d), where the spectral power is smaller, possibly the driving sources are more235

distant than at the dayside (compare the spectra corresponding to the intervals a and d236

in Figure 1).237

In the post-terminator wake (intervals b in Figure 3) wavy structures dominate with238

periods from 5 to 50 s (similar to event b in Figure 1). Since towards higher frequencies239

the power rapidly decreases (α ∼ 2.5) independent driving sources associated with broad-240

band noise or nonlinear multi-scale turbulence are absent.241

Finally, a well discernible turbulence scaling index α ∼ 1.6 was observed during the242

intervals c and e (Figure 3: third subplot from top). The events from both intervals are243

plotted together because the corresponding scaling indices are similar.244

The cartoon in Figure 4 helps to interpret the occurrence of typical scaling regimes,245

summarizing the results of the statistical analysis along VEX trajectory in the cylindrical246

VSO coordinate system: (1) 1/f noise appears under rather different conditions in the247

magnetosheath: in front of the planetary obstacle and downstream in the post-terminator248
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magnetosheath (regions a, d: squares in Figure 4). Scaling indices which can be as-249

sociated with turbulence occurred in ∼ 5% of cases (see Figure 3); (2) Coherent wavy250

fluctuations occur between the dayside magnetopause and post-terminator boundary of251

the wake (largely within the optical shadow, region b: triangles in Figure 4), where noise252

and turbulence are absent (only magnetometer noise is present when the wave activity253

is absent). Closer to the terminator, the wavy structures can be associated with the254

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability occurring at the terminator ionopause, resulting probably in255

detached plasma clouds, first observed during the Pioneer Venus mission by Brace et al.256

(1982). The PVO spacecraft observed filamentary structures (rays), density holes and257

radially aligned draped magnetic field lines in the near-planet night side wake (Luhmann258

and Russel, 1983; Marubashi et al., 1985); (3) Developed turbulence is present at or near259

boundaries: at the wake/magnetopause/magnetosheath boundary and near the bow shock260

(regions c, e: circles in Figure 4).261

4. Discrimination between boundary turbulence and magnetosheath noise

Figure 3 shows that, in terms of spectral scaling characteristics, turbulence and noisy262

intervals are well separable. In the following we will further investigate some other dif-263

ferences between turbulence (intervals c and e) and noisy magnetosheath fluctuations264

(intervals d). We first recall some similarities between the observations obtained from265

previous missions and VEX near the regions with developed turbulence.266

Early observations from Mariner 5 (Bridge et al., 1967) already showed the existence of267

a plasma boundary located at the inner edge of the post-terminator magnetosheath (VEX268

is crossing this region where the occurrence of turbulence is depicted by the bottom circle269

in Figure 4). During a flyby, Mariner 5 found the location of the boundary layer from270
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∼ 3.2 to 4.5 RV behind Venus and from ∼ 2 (magnetopause location) to 3.5 RV from the271

center of the wake. Within the boundary layer Mariner 5 observed a strongly fluctuating272

lower intensity magnetic field, a decrease of the density and velocity, but an increase of273

the temperature. The magnetic field strength was larger when the spacecraft entered from274

the inner magnetosheath, across the magnetopause, to the wake. VEX observations show275

that the magnetopause location is rather variable over distances XV SO < −1RV (open276

circles in Figure 2: left bottom). Therefore, multi-point turbulence fluctuations indicating277

the crossing of the magnetopause start in different distances from the center of the wake.278

For example, on May 19, 2006 (Figure 2: left top) the strongly fluctuating magnetic field279

strength reaches a local maximum at about 0205 UT, then it slowly decreases. It indicates280

that VEX is entering to the boundary layer from the wake (from intervals b to c) and281

at the boundary the character of fluctuations is suddenly changing, from scaling index282

α ∼ 2.5 to α ∼ 1.6 (see also Figure 1).283

Another interesting feature includes the change of the sign of BX . During the interval284

c on May 19 it happens several times (Figure 2: top left). It can indicate that VEX is285

crossing the neutral sheet behind the planet. The VEX trajectory for this day (marked286

by an arrow in Figure 2, top right subplot) is roughly along Y VSO ∼ 0.9RV . In fact287

the Venusian wake/magnetotail can be formed by flux tubes convected around or slipping288

over the planet and filled with the plasma from the day side. At the same time, both289

ends of the flux tubes are co-moving with the solar wind. In a simple case, the resulting290

magnetic field in the tail is stretched along the X axis, because the central part of the291

flux tubes is slowed down by the planet while both ends travel faster with the solar wind.292

Since the IMF is usually close to the ecliptic plane, the tail current sheet, in ideal case,293
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should be formed by the stretched magnetic field mainly in the north-south plane (Russell294

and Vaisberg, 1983). Depending on the upstream IMF and its draping around the planet,295

the current sheet plane in the Venusian magnetotail can also rotate (Luhmann et al.,296

1991). Since turbulence can drive local mixing and vorticity, the change of the magnetic297

field direction might be also associated with turbulence, not necessarily with neutral sheet298

crossing. For example, BX is also changing sign several times during the shock associated299

turbulence interval e (Figure 2: top right), but it has nothing common with a neutral300

sheet crossing.301

The same magnetic field and plasma signatures of the inner magnetosheath boundary302

layer were observed by other missions, too. For example, Venera 10 observed the bound-303

ary layer tailward from the Mariner 5 flyby (Romanov et al., 1978). The near-terminator304

part of the boundary layer was investigated during the Pioneer Venus Orbiter mission.305

Perez-de-Tejada et al. (1991, 1993) have seen the boundary between the bow shock and306

magnetopause (they are using the term ionopause instead) in the vicinity of and down-307

stream from the terminator. The boundary layer observed in different distances along308

the inner edge of magnetosheath confirms the persistent presence of this boundary as a309

rarefaction wave emerging from the terminator magnetopause and extending downstream.310

The high level of magnetic fluctuations and occurrence of magnetohydrodynamic waves311

near a quasi-parallel Venusian bow shock is well-known from the PVO mission (Luhmann312

et al., 1983). In this paper we emphasize the detection of intermittency near the Venu-313

sian bow shock and its differentiation from magnetosheath noisy fluctuations. Also, we314

investigate only the magnetic field signatures of the boundary layers.315
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4.1. Magnetic field orientation

First, we investigate the local magnetic conditions under which turbulence (or noise)316

can appear. For this purpose we calculate the instantaneous contribution of magnetic field317

VSO components to the total magnetic field: bX(t) = BX(t)/B(t), bY (t) = BY (t)/B(t)318

and bZ(t) = BZ(t)/B(t). In each time step t the sum b2
X(t) + b2

Y (t) + b2
Z(t) = 1. Our goal319

is to compare the average magnetic field direction during turbulent (c, e) and noisy (d)320

intervals, when the scaling index is well defined (see Figure 2). Since α is a statistical321

descriptor over 12 min long intervals the mean values < b2
X >, < b2

Y >, and < b2
Z >,322

respectively, were computed over the same time periods; their sum is again 1. Each323

average defines the relative contribution of a magnetic VSO component to the average324

magnetic strength during the considered intervals.325

Figure 5 compares the local mean magnetic field components with the values of scaling326

indices estimated during the same 12 min long intervals (open and filled circles). The327

horizontal lines are averages of points over the noisy α < 1.4 and turbulent α = 1.6± 0.2328

scaling index ranges. These distinct ranges of α correspond to the statistical results in329

Figure 3. The filled circles correspond to turbulent intervals within the magnetosheath330

boundary layer, while, over the same range of αs, the open circles correspond to bow331

shock associated turbulent intervals.332

The horizontal lines in Figure 5 show that, over the turbulence range, the average of333

< b2
X > and < b2

Z > is larger while the average of < b2
Y > is smaller than over the334

noise range of scaling indices. Therefore, when turbulence is observed < b2
X > dominates335

over < b2
Y > and the latter is still stronger than the increased < b2

Z >. Magnetosheath336

boundary layer associated turbulence intervals (filled circles - intervals c in Figure 2) show337
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even larger < b2
X > values than the near-shock turbulence values (open circles - intervals e338

in Figure 2, over the same α range). In accordance with our findings, the analysis of PVO339

magnetic, electric and plasma data has shown that, near the terminator region but within340

the magnetosheath boundary layer, the magnetic field is nearly aligned with the Sun-Venus341

line (X VSO direction). It was interpreted in terms of a friction-like viscous interaction342

between the shocked solar wind and the ionospheric plasma over the magnetic polar regions343

where the draped interplanetary magnetic field lines slip over the planet (Perez-de-Tejada344

et al., 1993). The viscous plasma-plasma interaction and frictional heating can explain345

the enhanced temperatures inside the magnetosheath boundary layer, observed tailward346

by Venera 10 (Romanov et al. 1978). An alternative explanation is represented by local347

turbulent heating of the boundary layer plasma. We note that near the magnetopause,348

where VEX crosses the turbulent boundary layer, the draped interplanetary magnetic349

field lines are more stretched having a large X VSO component (Figure 4). Although350

the number of events is rather limited, the near-shock turbulent regions have smaller351

X VSO but larger perpendicular Y VSO and Z VSO magnetic components than the352

magnetosheath boundary layer turbulence (Figure 5).353

Finally, noise (open circles - intervals d in Figure 2) is associated with a large < b2
Y >,354

smaller < b2
X > and almost negligible < b2

Z >. Since the IMF is mostly in the X-Y355

plane, the large-scale magnetosheath magnetic field is not affected by the boundaries, but356

exhibiting only noisy broad-band fluctuations and it has the strongest average components357

in the X-Y plane.358

Let us investigate deeper now the intermittent nature of turbulence. Besides the char-359

acteristic scaling exponents (α ∼ 1.6) and the expected average magnetic field directions,360
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intermittency represents another key feature of fully developed turbulence. Therefore, the361

occurrence of intermittency represents a further evidence that we are dealing with a real362

turbulence, capable of heating the background plasma.363

4.2. Turbulent intermittency versus Gaussianly distributed noise

Higher order statistics is needed to fully describe the nature of nonlinear fluctuations. In364

turbulent, non-homogeneous plasma flows the shape of the probability density functions365

(PDFs) is scale-dependent and peaked with long tails (e.g. Frisch, 1995). Because of the366

shortness of time series during one crossing the shapes of non-Gaussian PDFs or their367

scale dependency cannot be evaluated (Vörös et al., 2008). Instead, we construct PDFs368

from the 15 magnetic time series (realizations) of turbulence for which spectral scaling369

near α ∼ 1.6 was observed (events from both c and e intervals in Figure 2). Splitting370

the data into magnetosheath boundary layer and near-shock turbulence regions would371

not change the shape of turbulent PDFs significantly. PDFs corresponding to the noisy372

magnetosheath (intervals d in Figure 2) will be also reconstructed.373

PDFs of two-point differences of magnetic field strength were estimated from δB =374

B(t+ τ)−B(t), for τ = 2...30 s. Figure 6 shows the PDFs for τ = 3, 30 s only. Boundary375

turbulence associated PDFs are shown on the left, 1/f noise related PDFs on the right376

hand side. The error bars represent 95% confidence limits for the mean in each point of δB.377

The dashed grey points are least-square Gaussian fits to the experimental two-point PDFs.378

The Gaussian PDF is given by 1
σ
√

(2π)
exp(− (x−µ)2

2σ2 ), where µ is the mean and σ2 is the379

variance. For the smaller time scale τ = 3 s the tails of the experimental turbulent PDFs380

are higher than the Gaussian tails. The departure from the Gaussian indicates that non-381

homogeneously distributed fluctuations become more probable as the scale decreases due382
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to turbulent structures and long-range interactions (Leubner and Vörös, 2005). Gradual383

decorrelation is obtained by enhancing the two-point separation scale and a Gaussian384

is approached for large enough τ even in a turbulent field. This is because the typical385

correlations for turbulent structures are lost if the separation is large, and only Gaussianly386

distributed noise is observed. For τ = 30 s, the PDF is a Gaussian in Figure 6 left. Noise387

shows Gaussianly distributed PDFs over both time scales.388

Let us further investigate the shape of PDFs in terms of statistical moments. Using

standard procedures (Press et al., 1992), the skewness (S) or the third moment,

S(τ) =
1

N

N
∑

j=1





xj − x

σ





3
(1)

and the kurtosis (K) or the fourth moment,

K(τ) =
1

N

N
∑

j=1





xj − x

σ





4
− 3 (2)

are computed for turbulent and noisy intervals, as above. Here xj = δB(tj, τ), σ is the389

standard deviation, x is the mean value of the elements and N is the number of the data390

points. In this way the dimensionless S(τ) and K(τ) characterize the scale and time391

evolution of the shape of a distribution (S - asymmetry around the mean; K - peakedness392

or flatness; both relative to a Gaussian distribution, for which S = K = 0). K increases393

towards small scales in intermittent turbulence (Frisch, 1995).394

Figure 7 shows the time-scale (τ) evolution of kurtosis K(τ) (top) and skewness S(τ)395

(bottom) for turbulent (left) and noisy (right) intervals. The error bars represent 95%396

confidence limits for the mean in each value of τ . As is expected from turbulent PDFs397

in Figure 6, K is increasing as τ decreases, which proves that the underlying magnetic398
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fluctuations are non-Gaussian, peaked and intermittent. K practically does not depend399

on τ in the case of 1/f noise, indicating a Gaussianly distributed process.400

The skewness remains close to zero (Figure 7: bottom) in both cases, showing symmetric401

distributions around the mean value.402

5. Discussion and conclusions

In this paper the unique data from the VEX spacecraft were used to investigate magnetic403

fluctuation statistics from Venusian magnetosheath and wake regions. The interaction of404

the solar wind with the planet drives magnetic fluctuations exhibiting different scaling405

regimes in different regions of near-Venusian space. To identify spectral scaling ranges406

and indices, we used a wavelet technique, successfully applied for studying the continuous407

spectra in the Earth’s plasma sheet turbulence (Vörös et al., 2004). The technique and408

the data intervals were not optimized for finding waves (peaks in power spectra).409

Three types of scaling were observed. Inside the dayside/tailward magnetosheath, far410

from boundaries, 1/f noise is present in the prevailing majority of cases indicating the411

contribution of multiple independent driving sources. It also means, that this type of412

spectral scaling is not formed by an isolated single physical process. In other words, there413

might exist multiple sources of fluctuations, but no one of them is close enough in space414

to dominate in the spectral power. This changes when VEX enters to a region where415

multiple sources are missing, or where a single physical process dominates with a scaling416

feature other than that of the noise. In fact, these are distinct regions of near -Venusian417

space where the ’solar wind - planetary obstacle’ interactions are enhanced or the multiple418

sources of noise are shielded.419
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The interaction is enhanced at the terminator ionopause, probably due to the Kelvin-420

Helmholtz instability, at the magnetosheath boundary layer due to the magnetosheath421

boundary shear flows and near the quasi-parallel bow-shock. The near-planet wake rep-422

resents a region which is shielded from the plasma of solar wind origin. Filamentary423

structures, detached plasma clouds, depleted density holes and radially aligned draped424

magnetic field lines were observed by PVO spacecraft in the near-planet night side wake425

(Luhmann and Russel, 1983; Marubashi et al., 1985). The magnetosheath flow is expected426

to converge into the wake only near 5 RV behind the planet (Intriligator et al., 1979). The427

observed wavy structures near the terminator and in the night side near-planet wake can428

be associated with the detached coherent structures or holes. The occurrence/absence of429

these structures can be controlled by the direct interaction between the solar wind and430

ionosphere, e.g. by the high/low solar wind dynamic pressure. In our interpretation, the431

spectral index α ∼ 2.5 indicates, that the coherent wavy structures represent the domi-432

nating physical process in this region. Because of the shielding of the near planet wake,433

turbulence or noise are absent in this region. Due to the converging flows the shielding434

can disappear at distances close to or larger than X VSO ∼ 5RV , where the character of435

fluctuations would change.436

The magnetosheath regions with distinct scaling indices (turbulence or noise) partially437

overlap (see Figure 2). This can be explained through a movement of boundaries under438

the influence of changing upstream IMF conditions. Spatial intermittency, typical for439

turbulence with scale-dependent non-Gaussian distributions, can lead also to interwoven440

scaling structures. The turbulent regions are formed near the ’supersonic solar wind flow441

- planetary obstacle’ boundaries in the presence of draped IMF. The outer boundary is442
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the bow shock, where the solar wind slows down and heated for the first time. Here, the443

local turbulence is associated with the quasi-parallel shock geometry. Second time the444

solar wind flow decelerates at the inner magnetosheath producing a velocity shear near445

the magnetosheath boundary layer. The near-terminator ionosphere/magnetopause and446

its interaction with the solar wind plays an important role. The rarefaction wave (the447

boundary) and the observed plasma conditions in the tailward boundary layer can emerge448

from the magnetopause near the terminator and extend downstream (Perez-de-Tejada et449

al., 1991). Local heating of the plasma within the boundary layers is also possible through450

the shear flow associated turbulence. The spatial size of boundary layer turbulence (see451

Figure 2) is roughly between 0.5 and 1 RV , shorter turbulent intervals were observed452

near the quasi-parallel bow shock. The width of the noisy magnetosheath in between453

the turbulent boundaries is of the same order. The estimation of the spatial sizes of454

these regions is rather rough. The data are available only from single point measurements455

(the boundaries can move during the measurements) and the 12 min long data intervals456

represent a pure resolution. The estimation of scaling indices within shorter time intervals,457

however, was not possible due to the large statistical errors in these cases. Multi-point458

Cluster observations show, that turbulence downstream of the quasi-parallel terrestrial459

bow shock is intermittent and that the level of intermittency increases over the spacecraft460

separation, reaching larger values than 8000 km (Yordanova et al., 2008). Our results461

show, that the spatial scale of intermittent turbulence is less than 1 RV near the Venusian462

bow shock. In between the near shock region and the magnetosheath boundary layer463

fluctuations are noisy (in Figure 4, squares between triangles).464
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It was shown by Perez-de-Tejada et al. (1993) that the magnetic field is nearly aligned465

with the Sun-Venus line (X VSO direction) within the near-terminator magnetosheath466

boundary layer. We found a similar alignment within the boundary layer at a distance of467

X VSO ∼ −2.2RV (Figures 2, 5). It indicates, that the magnetic field geometry detected468

during the viscous plasma-plasma interactions near the terminator ionosphere is conserved469

and observed further downstream along the VEX trajectory, where the draped magnetic470

field is stretched (Figure 4).471

Data intervals that were found to be turbulent or noisy in the spectral analysis were fur-472

ther investigated using the two-point (time delayed) probability density functions (PDFs).473

Over large two-point separations (e.g. τ = 30s), both turbulent and noisy PDFs are well474

fitted by the Gaussian distributions, indicating the occurrence of uncorrelated fluctuations.475

Over small separations (e.g. τ = 3s), large deviations from the Gaussian distribution are476

observed only for turbulent intervals, noise remains Gaussianly distributed (Figure 6).477

The scale -dependency of kurtosis (Figure 7) shows that turbulent structures are inter-478

mittently distributed, noise is more homogeneous. Skewness remains close to zero in479

both cases which corresponds to symmetrical distributions. A simultaneous increase of S480

and K towards small scales would indicate that the multi-scale fluctuations in turbulence481

might be affected by strong large -scale gradients or close boundaries (Vörös et al., 2007).482

Therefore, S(τ) ∼ 0 for τ ∈ (2 − 30) s is a signature of intermittency, not affected by483

boundaries along the VEX trajectory over the scale of seconds. However, asymmetries or484

nonzero skewness in magnetic field statistics can appear below the 1 s time scale. Anyhow,485

besides the expected spectral index (α ∼ 1.6), the observation of intermittency represents486

a further evidence for the occurrence of real turbulence in the near-Venusian space. The487
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key feature of turbulence is its strong dissipative nature and a capability for the local488

heating of plasma. Multi-scale turbulence can channel the large-scale energy of the flow489

to kinetic scales, where dissipation processes are strong. We will investigate this point in490

a different paper.491
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Figure 1. Top: Magnetic field strength (B) on May 19, 2006. The horizontal black

lines correspond to the time intervals a - e of equal length in the dayside magnetosheath

(a), night side near-planet wake (b), magnetosheath boundary layer (c), tailward magne-

tosheath (d), and in the vicinity of the bow shock; Bottom: Power spectra and spectral

scalings estimated within the intervals a - e. Pronounced wavy structures are present

mainly in the wake (interval b). The vertical arrow points to the spectral peak at ∼ 15 s.
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Figure 2. Top left: Magnetic field strength (B, grey line) and BX magnetic component

(black line) on May 19, 2006; the horizontal lines show the intervals a-e depicted in Figure

1; Bottom left: VEX crossings (thin black lines) of the Venusian plasma environment in

VSO coordinates. The intervals a-e (black lines) are shown alongside the VEX trajec-

tories. The filled circles show the bow shock, the open circles show the magnetopause

during multiple crossings (after Zhang et al., 2007). The large triangles along the lowest

trajectory correspond to the region of wavy structures and spectral scaling index α ∼ 2.5.

The family of thick black lines along the trajectories (intervals c and e) correspond to

turbulent regions with α ∼ 1.6. The grey ’+’ signs are intervals of 1/f noise (interval

d); Right: Enlarged magnetosheath crossings in VSO coordinates. The same notations is

used as in the left. The bottom right subplot shows the approximate spatial size of the
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Figure 3. Histograms of the scaling indices in different regions of near-Venusian space

(approximately obtained during the intervals a-e in Figure 2.). From top to bottom:

dayside magnetosheath (a); near and post-terminator wake (b); magnetosheath boundary

and near bow shock region (c-e); post-terminator tailward magnetosheath (d). These

spatial regions are depicted more clearly in Figure 4.
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near-Venusian space; the magnetopause and the bow shock (dashed lines); a VEX crossing

(solid black line); the optical shadow (shaded region); draped IMF (thin black line); the

time intervals/spatial regions a-e are marked with squares, triangles, circle, squares, and

circle, respectively.
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Figure 5. From top to bottom: comparison of 12 min averages of < b2
X >, < b2

Y >

and < b2
Z > with the observed spectral scaling indices α; The subscripts indicate VSO

magnetic field components; The horizontal lines correspond to averages of points (open

and filled circles) over the noisy α ∈ (0.6− 1.4) and turbulent α = 1.6± 0.2 scaling index

ranges in each subplot; The turbulent intervals include boundary layer (filled circles) and

near-shock (open circles) events; For each 12 min interval b2
X(t) + b2

Y (t) + b2
Z(t) = 1.
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Figure 6. Probability density functions (PDFs) constructed from magnetic time series

(two-point differences defined through δB = B(t + τ) − B(t) ) of turbulent (left) and

noisy (right) intervals. Gaussian fits are shown as dashed grey lines. At small scales (e.g.

τ = 3 s) the PDF is a non-Gaussian for turbulent time series and Gaussian for noisy time

series. At large scales (e.g. τ = 30 s) the PDF is a Gaussian in both cases. The error

bars represent 95% confidence limits for the mean in each point of δBT .
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Figure 7. The evolution of kurtosis (K, top) and skewness (S, bottom) with the time

scale τ , computed from two-point differences defined through δB = B(t + τ) − B(t))

of turbulent (left) and noisy (right) time intervals. K - peakedness of the PDF; S -

asymmetry around the mean, both relative to a Gaussian distribution, for which S =

K = 0; The error bars represent 95% confidence limits for the mean in each value of τ .
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